
 

GLASSGUARD™

The GlassGuard™ table top fume hood is a compact, easy to install solution for less demanding 
laboratory activities which require ventilation. It may be used for a variety of smaller scale activities 

including weighing and dispensing, package opening and various instructional activities. 
It is connected to the laboratory exhaust system. Exhaust air required is considerably less than a full 

size chemical fume hood. 

Cord Pass-Through - Two 
utility ports allows equipment to 
be plugged into receptacles on 
adjacent benchtops.

Airfoil - Compact raised airfoil 
across front of countertop directs 
air rearward.

Laminated Safety Glass - 
Sides, top and sash provide a 
well-lit workspace with excellent 
visibility and impact resistance.

Exhaust Collar - 6” round plastic 
exhaust duct for connection to 
laboratory exhaust system or 
remote fan (not included). 

TABLE TOP 
FUME HOOD

Interior Workspace - 
Usable interior workspace depth 
is 23”. Work top not included.

Configurations - Assembly is 32” high by 30” deep. 
Available in sizes 24”, 30”, 36”, and 48” wide.

Illuminate The Workspace - 
Optional LED lighting powered 
by external low voltage power 
supply, delivers bright light  to 
the workspace.

Sash Opening - When the 
sash is down for operation, the 
opening is 8.75”.

User Friendly - Ergonomic 
pivoting sash is sloped 20° 
to allow user to overlook the 
working area.

Pivoting Sash - The sash pivots 
upward to allow tall apparatus to 
access work chamber providing a 
vertical opening height of 19”.
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Coating Finish and Color - A thermosetting 
laboratory grade powder coating delivers 
exceptional chemical and scratch resistance, 
excellent hardness, adhesion, and a quality 
luster. The long lasting finish is available 
with 15 standard color options, including 
multiple color schemes, and color matching 
capabilities.

Base Configurations - Place on 
any suitable sized flat benchtop; 
we offer a full line of cabinets and 
tables to compliment the table 
top hood.

Duct Connection - Exhaust duct 
connection may be changed on 
site to be exhausted up or down.

Agency Approvals - Tested to ASHRAE 110-
2016 and meets industry standards for fume 
hood containment.


